Pipe Organs, Temperature, and Humidity

By Howard W. Weaver

There is often misunderstanding regarding the operation and care of pipe organs in rooms, such as churches, where the heat is turned off during mid-week in the winter. Using the instrument when the room’s temperature is lowered will not physically harm the organ. It will, however, render the organ out of tune, if the organ is tuned for normal room temperature (approximately 70 degrees F.) and there is a variance in temperature of plus or minus two degrees or more in either direction.

The pitch of organ pipes goes up or down in direct relation to the air temperature in the room. Most pipes go up or down at the same rate, so that the organ is reasonably “in tune with itself” whether the room is warmer or cooler than normal. However, the “reed” pipes (Trumpets, oboes, Clarinets, etc.) do not rise and sink in pitch at the same rate as the flue” pipes (Principals, Flutes and Strings), hence, the organ will sound out of tune when both kinds of pipes are used at the same time. This, of course, is why the organ tuner is careful that tuning is done only when the room and organ chambers are at normal temperature.

This change in pitch with change in air temperature is common to orchestral instruments as well. It is not caused by the almost negligible expansion or contraction of metal pipes during changes in temperature. It results from changes in density of air at different temperatures. A pipe organ will come back in tune when the temperature around the pipes returns to that at which it was tuned.

When heating a cold room allow time to gently let all the organ’s pipes and mechanisms reach normal temperature completely. Similarly, when using air conditioning to cool a room, allow time for its effect to reach the areas where the pipes are located.

Many organs in old European churches have generally lasted a long time. One reason is that those building did not have heat! Heat, per se, does not harm pipes, however dry heat most certainly does! Modern building kept warm all winter long generally see their humidity levels drop, which, over time, dries out the wood, glue, leather, etc., of the organ’s action. In a room that must be heated every day, humidity levels must be monitored and moisture added to the room’s air via a humidifier of some sort. A relative humidity of 40% to 50% is recommended.

In churches, lowering the heat level during the week will tend to minimize the drying out process. Heating the room for a midweek choir practice may not cause significant dryness, however, it would be prudent to provide a humidity indicator near the organ to verify humidity levels.

Pipe organs can provide the musical needs for those who play and hear them for hundreds of years, so it only seems reasonable to provide the really minimal and inexpensive steps to insure this longevity.
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